Bettering Bloomfield

By: Isaac Leader
Accommodations

- Don't change *What* but *How*
- Presentation - audiobook
- Response - keyboard
- Setting - Room
ADHD & Dyslexia

- How does ADHD affect children in school?
- How does Dyslexia affect children in school?
Why give more attention?

- Emotional
- Anxious
- Noises
- Sitting Still
Plan of Action

- Moving from Inside the classroom to outside the classroom
- High School Experience
- How Ian takes a test now
Questions?
Backup Slides

- Where
- Cost
- Outcasting
Where

- There is currently a teachers lounge on the 8th Grade hall
- Not the main lounge
- Does Not need renovations, used to be a lab
Cost

- Bloomfield Hills Middle School might have to hire an instructor
- This could cost upwards of an estimated $60k a year
Outcasting

- Dylan from high school

- “I felt as if I was getting more done without the distractions of the classroom. I never felt alone, I felt comfortable in the accommodations rooms”